Workload Planning Meeting
Date 16th January, 2018
Report by UCU reps – Alan Reeve/ Bob Langridge

The co-chairs attended the final WLP working group meeting for the academic year yesterday where tariffs etc were agreed by the management for next year.
We had a number of concerns – which were voiced, but not necessarily heard. First, we were told the majority of academic staff have the full 120 hour allowance for administration, but that this normally include time to go to open days and other recruitment activities. We challenged this anecdotal assertion that 120 was the norm; but we were also told that in future anyone with 120 hours would be required to take part in recruitment, including open days. The question – which was not answered, that we raised, was what about staff who have 120 hours, and hours for attending such events….
Second, there was long discussion about REF returnability, and linking hours for research to outputs. We asked whether there was some guidance in terms of the university’s expectations in terms of number of outputs, or type, and research time or allowance: the answer was that this is something individuals will need to discuss at their PDRs….If members find that their research time has been cut, and they don’t agree with this, since they can demonstrate that they are research active, can they please contact a branch officer who will endeavour to investigate.
There is some doubt as to the future of the allowance for completion of staff PhDs as being a separate allowance from research and administration. It appears that it will now be consolidated, therefore reducing time available. It was suggested that academic staff wouldn’t be employed in other universities without a PhD (but there was hardly a glut of academics present in the room). One management member questioned, a. could it be afforded and b. if academics receive it, so should support staff!
Third, apparently field trips are something staff enjoy going on and therefore the university will not specify any allowance of hours for time on duty, and this again has to be negotiated on an ad hoc basis.
Fourth, the university will be setting up a working group on the design and implementation of a new IT system for managing and recording workloads – UCU will be consulted on its recommendations, although we did not feel we wanted to be involved in the technical specification or briefing for this.
So, it seems that many tariffs and allowances for such things as supervising ALs, time for module leadership, time for field visits,  which marking allowance is applied and anything the management want to throw into the black hole called administration, will have to be negotiated at an individual level. Please make sure that if you are not happy with the tariffs you are given, or your overall workload you challenge it with your line manager. If push comes to shove, feel free to contact your faculty rep or other branch officer for support. 

